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Introduction:
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) represent a serious problem in Europe. It still be the principal cause of death in US 
and Europe. Every year in Italy 250 people on 100.000 suffers of TBI and 17 on 100.000dies. Disability and 
incapacity from TBI provides “strong ethicals, medicals, social and health economy imperative to motivate a 
concerted effort to improve treatment and preventions” 
Methods:
Our hospital is the hub for Modena´s county for TBI and we took part in the past 3 year on European project 
CREACTIVE (Collaborative ResearcE on ACute Traumatic brain Injury in intensiVe Care medicine in Europa) as 
branch of Italian group GIVITI ( Gruppo Italiano per la Valutazione degli Interventi in Terapia Intensiva). Our 
study concerned about patients with TBI dismissed from ICU that “personally” or by the family will accepted the 
consensus to be included in our follow up conducted after 6 moths from the dismissal. 
We collected clinical data from the admission to the dismissale and measured impact of TBI on all day life with 
GOS-E and QOLIBRI-OS using telephonical interview. 
Results:
We collected data about 63 patients, 33 answered to the telephonical follow-up and only 10 compilated the 
QOLIBRI-OS. We found out that patients admitted with lower GCS has worst outcome in terms of quality of life. 
It also appears that anisocoria during ICU staying represents an odds ratio for death and is connected with 
worst quality of life after 6 months from the dismissal. Inability to re-start a normal work-activity appeared to be 
the most important factor on the perception that our patient have of their new lives. 
Conclusion:
Anisocoria seems to be an indicator of sever brain damage. GCS, despite it´s semplicity, still represent the best 
and easiest way to score TBI. Work impairment appear to be the most important disability to determine 
subjective perception of quality of life after TBI, so efforts have to be made to improve work rehabilitation after 
the dismissal from hospital. 

Table 1 : 

hospital outcome no aniscoria anisocoria missing data anisocoria n° 

resigned 37 7 4 48 

deceased 2 5 0 7 

missing data outcome 6 0 2 8 

n° 45 12 6 63 
Correlation aniscoria - death

Table 2 : 



QOLIBRI-
OS 

daily life activities 
impairment 

no daily life activities 
impairment 

work 
impairment 

no work 
impairment 

75 0 1 1 0 

79,17 1 3 1 3 

91,67 0 1 0 1 

100 0 4 0 4 

TOTAL 1 9 2 8 
Correlation work impairment - QOLIBRI


